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2.0 PROPS

2.1 Tokens

There are three types of tokens in this
game:
– Tokens representing commanders and
banners
– Tokens representing units
– Auxiliary tokens

Cavalry units

Infantry units

One token of cavalry units is represent-
ing 100 soldiers, one infantry token
represents 100-250 soldiers (although
there are possible changes for smaller
skirmishes)

Attention : Before first play tokens
must be pushed from frames. Those
that cannot be gently removed must be
cut out with scissors or razor, carefully
to not damage tokens.

2.2 Map

One hex represents 100 meters of real
terrain.

2.3 Rodzaje wojsk

U – Retry
MP – Movement Points
ZoC – Zone of Control
SP – Strength Points

3.0 PHASES AND
STAGES

Games of „HUSSARS” system are
divided on stages. During those stages
players can or must perform several
actions. Stages are marked on Stages
Track with „Stages” token. For main-
taining order of game, each stage was
divided into 6 phases.

3.1 Phases
Players are obliged to perform actions
accordingly to order of phases. Given
phase can be skipped only when actions
described by this phase are optional.
Phase 1 – Artillery assault phase
(player A).
Artillery of player with initiative can
perform artillery attack on enemy units.
Phase 2 – Movement phase (player A)
Player with initiative can move his
units as far as their MP allows them. In
this phase opposing player can perform
artillery attack on units that are current-
ly moving. There can be also performed
fights during movement but only by ca -
va lry units (see cavalry). In this phase
counter charges can be performed.
Phase 3 – Attack phase (player A).
Units of player with initiative can (or
must if such situation occurs) attack
units of opposing player. In this phase
both players can perform rifle firing.
Phase 4 – Artillery assault phase
(player B).
Phase 5 – Movement phase (player B).
Phase 6 – Attack phase (player B).

4.0 MOVEMENT

4.1 Unit orientation
All units must be placed on hexes in
that way so the top edge of token will
face edge of hex. Three hexes in front
of unit are its “front zone” (this zone
limits movement of enemy units) Three
hexes in back of unit are “back zone”
unless additional rules states different
(back zone is not limiting movement of
enemy units). 

4.2 Movement rules

4.21 Players move their units only during
own phases of movement, counter char -
ges, pursuits and retreats. Player can
mov e any number of units in any order
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and direction at distance limited by MP of
used units.
4.22 At the beginning of own movement
phase all units restore their MP to the
maximum represented on the token
(white number in blue background).
Entering each hex causes unit to lose MP
accordingly to the Terrain Characteristic
Table. MP are also spent to perform turn
maneuver
4,23 Unit cannot use more MP in one
movement phase than it’s maximum.
4.24 Unused MP cannot be used in next
movement phase.
4.25 Unit don’t have to spend all it’s MP
4.26 Units can’t share MP
4.27 During any stage of game one hex
can be occupied by units of maximal
strength 
4.28 Unit cannot cross hex occupied by
own or enemy unit with exception of unit
with one SP moving through another unit
with one SP.
4.29 Crossing own unit in movement
phase costs 1 MP
4.30 Any number of units can cross one
hex
4.31 When unit leaves battlefield is elim-
inated.

4.4 Movement of units

4.41 Unit perform movement by paying
specified cost in MP (Terrain Chara cte is -
tic) for crossing each hex.
4.42 After chasing or retreating unit can
perform free turn.
4.43 Cost of performing turn maneuver by
cavalry: 
- 60 degrees turn costs 1 MP
-120 degrees turn costs 2MP
- 180 degrees turn costs 3 MP
4.44 Type of terrain influence cost of per-
forming turn maneuver by cavalry. Cost
of maneuver must be summed with cost of
crossing terrain(exception: clear terrain
and roads)

Example:  Cavalry unit perform 120 turn
maneuver in forest. Cost of that maneuver
is 4 (forest) and 2 (turn) so in total 6 MP.
4.35 Performing turn maneuver in enemy
ZoC is forbidden (exception: 4.32 and
5.23)
4.36 Calvary unit entering (at any stage of
game) swamp terrain hex is eliminated
unless it’s moving on the road that crosses
swamp.
4.37 Performing turn maneuver by in fan -
try unit costs 1 MP at any terrain.

4.5 Terrain effects on movement

4.51 Unit spends 1 MP for entering
empty terrain hex. For entering differ-
ent type of terrain units may spend
more or less MP depending on type
(check table CHARACTERISTIC OF
TERRAIN)
4.52 Units can cross rivers only through
bridge or ford. Unit must spend addi-
tional MP for crossing ford.
4.53 IF unit before performing move-
ment has too few MP to perform turn
maneuver or movement in given terrain
it can move by one hex or turn by
spending all its MP.
4.54 Units travelling on roads don’t
spend additional MP for turning.

5.0 ZONE OF CONTROL

5.1 General rules

5.11 ZoC are three hexes in front zone of
unit.
5.12 Presence of several zones of control
of enemy and allied units on one hex
doesn’t cause any consequences. Zones
of control does not negate themselves or
deny.

5.13 ZoC of unit does not affect allied
units.
.

5.2 Effect of ZoC on movement

5.21 After entering enemy ZoC unit
must stop
5.22 Unit entering ZoC does not suffer
any additional MP cost.
5.23 Cavalry unit occupying hex in
enemy ZoC can perform turn maneuver
(before movement) by spending MP
(terrain modifiers are not applied in this
situation):
- 60 degrees turn costs 2 MP
- 120 degrees turn costs 3MP
- 180 degrees turn costs 4 MP
5.24 Unit occupying hex in enemy ZoC
can back away from enemy by spend-
ing all it’s MP and moving to one of it’s
back zone hexes (this hex cannot be in
enemy ZoC or occupied by enemy or
allied unit) with possibility of perform-
ing free turn. 

6.0 COMBAT

6.1 General rules
6.11 Units can fight only during attack
phase or movement phase (counter
charging). Battle can be performed
when two units are stationed on neigh-
boring hexes. Player is called attacker
during his attack phase, other player is
called defender (during counter charg-
ing attacker is player performing
counter charge).
6.12 All units that during attack phase
have enemy units in their ZoC must
perform attack.
6.13 All units which are within ZoC of
attacking units during opponent’s attack
phase must be attacked
6.14 Unit can be attacked simultane-
ously by several units. Several units can
be attacked by one unit.
6.15 Several units cannot attack group
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of enemy units unless one of those
groups occupy only one hex.
6.16 Attacking from opposing sides
gives attacker +1 modifier.
6.17 When enemy unit is destroyed
during battle victorious unit can only
move to hex that defeated unit occu-
pied.
6.18 Unit protected by fences don’t
have to attack through fence
6.19 Cavalry unit attacking infantry
(with no other types of units) doubles
it’s strength. It does not apply to units
protected by fences.

6.2 Resolving battles

6.21 Order of Attack phase:
1) attacking player chooses attacking
unit (or units) and one that will be
attacked 
2) calculating strength of attacking
units and adding any terrain modifiers
(e.g swamp)
3) Calculating strength of defender
4) Calculating ratio of strength: attack-
er/defender
5) Applying any modifiers e.g. terrain,
commander, morale
Example: Ratio of attacker/defender is
1:1. Attacking player uses infantry with
morale 8, defending player uses
infantry with morale 6. Difference of
modifiers is equal +2 for attacker. In
table Battle Result ratio of attack-
er/defender is modified by two columns
in attacker favor, so the final result of
battle can be found in 3:1 column.
6) Next in table Battle Result player
must find column with ratio of attacker
and defender modified by stated in
points 5 and 6 values and line with
result of dice roll
7) 2D6 roll
8) Result of battle must found at cross-
ing of column and line and immediate-
ly apply the effects in given order:
a) Retreat and chase
b) Suffering SP losses
9) When retreating occurs player must
roll D6 and check result in Battle
Dispersal table to determine if unit
becomes dispersed.
Example: Unit of Cossack cavalry is
forced to retreat by 3 hexes. Player rolls
D6 and compares result with Battle
Dispersal table (B3 line). Player rolled
2, that means unit dispersal.
6.22 Order of resolving battles is deter-
mined by player whose attack phase is
currently played.

6.23 Next attack can be resolved only
when the results of earlier battle was
applied.
6.24 Attack phase ends when all battles
has been resolved.

6.3 Terrain effects on battle

6.31 Check Terrain effects on battle and
movement table.
6.32 When calculating battle modifier
we apply one that is the most favorable
for defender.
6.33 Woods and buildings cancel
enemy modifier „ko pie”.

6.4 Strength points (SP)

6.41 Each fighting unit has strength
points (SP). Those points represent num-
ber of troops and can be lowered when
unit suffers loses.
6.42 When unit loses all SP it’s eliminat-
ed. Losing 1 SP by  unit with 2 SP means
turning token on other side with new
lowered by 1 strength attribute.
6.43 Unit attacked in back zone even by
one enemy unit always fights with 1 SP.

6.6 Counter charges

6.61 Counter charging can be per-
formed by cavalry units during enemy
movement phase. Those battles are
resolved immediately after performing
counter charge (still in enemy’s move-
ment phase)

6.62 Cavalry unit can perform counter
charge when during enemy movement
phase any enemy unit comes close to
cavalry’s ZoC (2 hexes from occupied
field). 
Counter charging unit is considered
attacker. 
Counter charging cannot be performed
on units that are fighting with allied
forces.
6.63 Unit that wants to counter charge
must at any moment of enemy move-
ment  enter hex in own ZoC (can per-
form only 60 degree maneuver). Enemy
unit must end it’s movement. Units in

enemy ZoC cannot perform counter
charging.
Example: K1 unit moves to attack P1
unit. P2 unit performs counter charge to
stop K1 unit. Effects of that battle are
applied immediately (e.g. B1)
Counter charging can be performed
until next enemy unit moves. If player
commanding K1 unit moves another
unit (e.g. K2) counter charging on K1 is
forbidden. Therefore opposing player
must decide quickly if he wants to per-
form counter charge (he can ask for a
moment to think if counter charging
will be beneficial)
Attacking player moves another unit to
attack P2 (result of battle applied dur-
ing attack phase)

6.64 Regardless of battle result counter
charging causes enemy unit to stop.
However this unit can chase if attack-
ing unit was forced to retreat.
6.65 It is possible to perform counter
charge by several cavalry units simulta-
neously on one enemy unit. However
each unit can counter charge only once
during stage.
6.66 Counter charging allows defend-
ing player to actively counter enemy
action, not just passively await for
attack.
Example: Unit K1 wants to attack P1,
at the beginning of it’s movement K2
can be counter charged by P2 unit.
Example: Unit K1 attacked unit P1, at
this point counter charging by P2 unit
cannot be performed. 
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6.7 Using kopies

6.71 Every hussar unit can
use lances during attack.
To do so player must place
“kopie” token on unit at
the beginning of movement phase. That
unit cannot be neighboring enemy unit
6.72 Using lance gives unit modifier:
+3 (unit with 2 SP)
+2 (unit with 1 SP)
After battle (regardless of result) kopie
token is removed from unit.
6.73 Number of lance tokens is limited
by scenario.
6.74 On board is place called “kopies in
wagon”. Lance tokens must be place on
that field at the beginning of the game.
Used lances must be placed on “used
kopie” field.
6.75 Losing all wagons tokens means
losing all kopies.

7.0 

ATTACK EFFECTS

7.1 Explanation of symbols
from Battle Result table

7.11 All results in Battle Results table
are divided by line. Those on the left
are for attacking units and those on the
right side for defender.
7.12 Explanation of symbols
- no result
-1 side loses 1 SP from sum of attack-
ing units
B1 – Defender units must retreat 1 hex
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 1 SP (from summed strength of units)
B2 - Defender units must retreat 2 hexes
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 2 SP 
B3 - Defender units must retreat 3 hexes
away in any direction. If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 3 SP 
B4 - Defender units must retreat 4 hexes
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 4 SP 
B5 - Defender units must retreat 5 hexes
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 5 SP 
A1 - Attacker units must retreat 1 hex
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 1 SP 
A2 - Attacker units must retreat 2 hexes
away in any direction . If those units are
forced to enter hex occupied by enemy
unit or enter inaccessible terrain they
lose 2 SP 
Example: Result -1/B1 means that
attacker loses 1 SP (from summed
strength of attacking units) and defend-
er units must retreat 1 hex away.
Example: Result A2-1 means that
attacker loses 1 SP (from summed
strength of attacking units) and attacker
units must retreat 2 hexes away
7.13 Chasing retreating unit is optional
7.14 When enemy unit is destroyed
only allowed action is to enter hex pre-
viously occupied by defeated unit.

7.2 Retreat

7.21 Retreat is possible only when unit
have clear path of escape. Retreating
unit cannot enter hex occupied by allied
unit.
7.22 During retreat unit cannot enter
enemy ZoC or inaccessible terrain. Unit
that cannot retreat by the  full number
of hexes specified in battle result or is
forced to enter inaccessible terrain is
eliminated.
Example: When result of B2 must be
applied it is possible to retreat by 1 hex
and lose 1 SP but only when this is only
option to retreat. When there is possi-
bility for that unit to retreat by 2 hexes
it must do so.
7.23 On one hex after applying results
of all retreats can station units of
summed strength of 2 SP and no more.

7.3 Chase

7.31 Chase must be performed on the
exact escape route that fleeing unit
chose. It is allowed that chasing unit
can move away from that route by one
hex
7.32 During chase ale ZoC are ignored
7.33 After resolved battle and perform-
ing chase or retreat all units can per-
form free turn.

8.0 MORALE

8.1 Detailed rules
8.11 11 In XVII century morale of
troops had great influence on battle
results. On the board there is Morale
Track. It is divided on several dozen of
fields. Those fields belong to several
zones (0, +1, +2, +3, +4) for each side
of conflict.
8.12 Morale token must be placed on
middle field of track marked as “0” at
the beginning of the game.
8.13 When unit is eliminated, “morale”
token must be moved one field in ade-
quate direction (one field for one unit)
8.14 When “morale” token enters zone
of +1,+2,+3 of one of opposing sides
each fighting unit of that player
receives adequate modifier for deter-
mining battle result of own attacks.
Example: “Morale” token is in +1 zone
of polish side. Polish units during own
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attack phase modify their battle results
by +1
Example: As the result of Polish attack
two Russian units were eliminated.
“Morale” token was moved by 2 fields
and entered zone “Poles +1”. From next
stage all Pole and their allied units
attack with +1 modifier.
8.15 Morale modifier is applied to all
battles. If the modifier is +1 for Polish
forces than result of battle in Battle
table is moved by  1 in favor of the
Poles.
8.16 Morale token is moved every time
unit is destroyed but any change in
value of modifier is applied from next
stage. We assume that all battles are
taking place simultaneously therefore
it’s impossible for the player to defeat
several enemy units in one phase and
gain new modifier for the rest of battles
in the same stage.

9.0 COMMANDERS

9.1 Rules of movement

9.12 DCommanders are not units, they
don’t have ZoC or SP, they can also
occupy hex with other unit.
9.13 Each commander can move by 10
hexes. Terrain is not affecting comman-
ders movement.
9.14 commanders can move indepen-
dently
9.15 Commanders moving without
other units can enter enemy ZoC which
can be ignored.
Commanders cannot enter:
- hex occupied by enemy
- terrain inaccessible for cavalry
In those cases there are automatically
eliminated.

9.2 Effect on battle

9.21 Unit occupying hex with comman-
der or in his ZoC obtains modifier 0, +1
or +2. This value is specified on com-
manders token.
9.22 When unit stationing on the same
hex as commander is eliminated, com-
mander can also be killed. 2D6 must be
rolled:
12 – eliminated
2-11 – commander unit is moved to
another allied unit (if there is path for
such movement)

9.23 When unit stationing on the same
hex as commander is forced to retreat
(result of A1 or B1 etc.) 2D6 must be
rolled, result of 12 means elimination
of commander.
9.24 Elimination of commander causes
movement of “morale” token by 4
fields for enemy favor.

10.0 DISPERSAL 

10.1 Detailed rules

10.11 Unit can become dispersed “D”
when:
- receives such result on Battle Table
- receives such result on Battle Dis pe r -
sal Table
10.12 Unit that was dispersed is
removed from boar and placed on “dis-
persed units” track
10.13 Units fighting with commander
on one hex cannot be dispersed.
10.14 At the beginning of every own
movement phase half of the units
(rounding up) from the dispersed track
can enter battlefield on fields neighbor-
ing with own commander. If comman-
der died during this stage those units
can be placed around chief commander
but will be weakened by 1 SP (units
with 1 SP are eliminated)
Example: During attack of polish units
9 Russian units were dispersed. During
own movement phase 5 of those units
can be placed around their commander.
10.15 If whole track of dispersed units
is full than all of those units are elimi-
nated.
10.16 Loses suffered by dispersal are
not applied to “Morale” track
Attention: Dispersed units track is
placed on board, each side of conflict
has it’s own.

11.0 WAGONS

11.1 General rules

11.11 Wagons (W) don’t have ZoC or
SP
11.12 W increases units strength in
defense by 1 and cancels “lance” mod-
ifier.
11.13 On wagon token can be placed

only artillery or infantry
11.14 During battle wagon token can-
not be moved. 
11.15 If during battle stack defending
wagon  receives B1 result it can stay on
that hex but must loose 1 SP. B2 result
or higher forces unit to retreat and
wagon is destroyed.
11.16 Units moving with wagons
ignore enemy ZoC
11.17 Cavalry cannot cross wagons
11.18 Wagon is destroyed when any
enemy unit crosses it
11.19 Destroying all wagons of one
side of conflict (e.g. Englishman)
means that their units cannot perform
rifle combat and firing combat.

12.0 RIFLE COMBAT
(RC)

12.1 General rules
12.11 RC can be performed by all units
allowed to do so (star on token).
Strength of all units can be summed up
(can’t be more than 4) or units can
shoot independently to chosen enemy
units, but only to those that are about to
be confronted.
12.12 RC can target only units in front
zone.

12.2 Effectiveness of shooting
Every formation represents different
level of training in performing RC.
Appropriate units were marked with
stars:
– ��  (can shoot twice)
– � (can shoot once)
Attention: RC range is 1 hex. 
Check Rifle Combat table

12.3 Procedure of resolving results of
firing combat (FC) and artillery
shooting
12.31 Player whose unit is performing
FC points unit that shots and unit which
his unit will be attacking. Next he rolls
2D6 and applies all modifiers and
checks for result in Firing Combat
Table.

12.4 Effects of firing combat
Results in table means:
D – Dispersal – unit becomes disper -
sed, is removed from board and placed
on Dispersed Units Track
-1 – loosing 1 SP, T – Morale check

6
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13.0 ARTILLERY

13.1 General rules
13.11 11Artillery units are represented
by two kinds:
- „C” heavy and „L” light
Artillery can attack during artillery
phase and during enemy movement
phase. Maximal range of artillery is 4
(heavy), 3 (light)
13.12 Visibility between cannons and
target is clear when a straight line
marked between centers of hexes occu-
pied by those units is not crossing
hexes with:
- forests, orchards, vineyards
- built-up areas (cities, viliges)
- hills(if artillery and target are on op -
po sing sides)
- units
13.13 a necessary condition for artillery
to perform fire is visibility between tar-
get and artillery
13.14 Artillery can shoot to any unit in
it’s range as long as at the beginning of
own artillery phase there are no enemy
units on neighboring hexes.

13.15 Artillery which at the beginning
of own artillery phase has enemy unit at
neighboring hex, it can fire only to that
unit  ( and only when it’s in artillery
front zone)
13.16 During firing artillery can shoot
to only one unit
13.17 If artillery unit attacked it cannot
move in this phase
13.18 artillery that moved can shoot
during next enemy’s movement phase.

13.2 Firing combat (FC)
13.21 Effectiveness of artillery’s FC
depends on  distance of enemy unit.
13.22

To shoot to enemy unit player must
choose unit (or units) of artillery and tar-
get. Next player perform listed actions:
a) roll 2D6
b) apply terrain modifiers
c) find the result on Artillery Firing
Combat Table.

13.3 Direct combat
13.31 At attack phase independently to
preformed earlier FC whole artillery (in
stack) fights using 1 SP
13.32 Artillery is destroyed (no matter
what is it’s actual combat effectiveness)
while during battle it’s forced to with-
draw  and victorious unit enters hex (as
chasing) occupied by the artillery.
13.33 Artillery cannot perform chase.
13.34 Artillery can occupy field with
other units raising maximal SP limit to 4
Example: On one hex there is infantry
unit with 2 SP and artillery unit with 2
SP. All smaller combinations are
allowed with limitation that infantry
can have maximally 2 SP.

14.0 FENCES

At the beginning of the game on board
are placed “fence” tokens. Detailed
location of those tokens is described in
scenarios.
14.11 Units attacking through edge of
hex protected by fence have lowered
strength to 1 SP
14.12 each fence token must be orient-
ed
14.14 fences negate lance modifier
14.15 When enemy unit enters hex with
fence token than fence is destroyed and
token is removed from board.

15.0 PIKEMEN

15.11 Every player has pikemen units
(P).
15.12 P can be placed at any moment
instead of own infantry unit
15.13 P fights and moves on normal
rules. Their strength and MP are
described on token.
How to use pikemen.
A. Instead of own infantry unit P token
is placed. Infantry unit must be
removed from board.
B. P token fights with enemy units
C. If during battle P is forced to retreat
it is replaced by infantry unit that was
previously removed. If P suffered loss-
es unit comes back weakened. If P
became dispersed infantry unit is
placed on the Dispersed Unit Track
.

7
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8

Modifiers: morale, commander, terrain
Result on the left side of slash concerns attacker, on the right defender

Battle Table

Rzut kostk¹ 1:4 1:3 1:2 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 5:1 6:1 7:1 8:1 9:1
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B1-1

B1
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-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

A1-1

A1R

A1-1

B2

B2

B2-1

B1

B1

B1

-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

A1-1

-1/B2

B2

B2

B2-1

B1

B1

-1/B1

-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

-1/B3R

B3-1

B2

B2

B2-1

B2

B1

B1

-1/B1

-

-1/-1

-1/B4R

B3

B3-1

B2

B2

B2-1

B2

B1
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-1/B1

-1/-1

-1/B4R

B4

B3

B3-1

B2

B2-1

B2

B2

B1-1

B1

-1/-1

-1/B5R

-B5

B4

B3

B3-1

B2-1

B2

B2

B2

B1

-1/-1

-1/B5R

B5

B5

B4-1

B3

B3-1

B2-1

B2

B2

B2

-1/B1

-1/B5R

B5

B5-1

B5

B4-1

B3-1

B3

B2-1

B2

B2

-1/B2

B1-1

B1

-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

A1-1

A1R

A1-1

A2-1

A2-1R

-

-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

A1-1

A1R

A2

A2-1

A3

A3-1R

-

-1/-1

-1/-

A1

A1-1

A1R

A2

A2-1

A2-1

A3-1

A4-1R

Every time after applying retreat/chase it must be checked if units became dispersed. Roll D6

Battle Dispersal 

Rodzaj oddzia³u

infantry
morale 6

infantry 
morale 7

infantry 
morale 8

cavalry
morale 6

cavalry
morale 7 i 8

husaria

B1/A1 1-3 1 - 1-2 - -

B2/A2 1-4 1-2 1 1-3 1 1

B3/A3 1-5 1-3 1-2 1-4 1-2 1

B4/A4 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-5 1-3 1-2

B5/A5 1-5 1-5 1-4 1-5 1-4 1-3
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9

Artillery Firing Combat Table

Artylery light

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - - - -1 R R-1 R-1

2 - - - - -1 R R-1

3 - - - - - -1 R

range

SP of artilery 1 PS

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - - -1 R R-1 R-1 R-1

2 - - - -1 R R-1 R-1

3 - - - - -1 R R-1

range

SP of artilery 2 PS

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - -1 R R-1 R-1 R-1 R-1

2 - - -1 R R-1 R-1 R-1

3 - - - -1 R R-1 R-1

range

SP of artilery 3 PS

Artylery heavy

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - - -1 -1 R-1 R-1 R-1

2 - - - -1 -1 R-1 R-1

3 - - - - -1 -1 R-1

4 - - - - - -1 -1

range

SP of artilery 1 PS

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - -1 -1 R-1 R-1 R-1 R-1

2 - - -1 -1 R-1 R-1 R-1

3 - - - -1 -1 R-1 R-1

4 - - - - -1 -1 R-1

range

SP of artilery 2 PS

2xK6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 - -1 R R-1 R-1 R-1 R-1

2 - -1 -1 R R-1 R-1 R-1

3 - - -1 -1 R R-1 R-1

4 - - - -1 -1 R R-1

range

SP of artilery 3 PS

D – dispersal
-1 – loss of one SP and Morale check(2D6 roll if result is higher than number on token unit becomes dispersed)

Rifle combat table (RC)– infantry muskets                     

2xD6 0-6 7 8 9 10 11 12

4+ - -1 -1 -1 R R-1 R-1

3 - - -1 -1 -1 R R-1

2 - - - - -1 -1 R

1 - - - - - -1 -1

SP

2xD6 8 9 10 11 12

4+ -1 -1 R R-1 R-1

3 - -1 -1 R R-1

2 - - -1 -1 R

1 - - - -1 -1

SP

Rifle combat table (RC) – Cavalry

rodzaj terenu:
jazda

wp³yw na walkêkoszt wejścia lub przekroczenia terenu
piechota

droga

bagna

las

wieś

„czysty”

strumieñ

niedostępne
2
2

1
+1

1/2

niedostępne

3

1 
+2

-2 
-2 

stok +1 +1 -1 

-1
–

WP£YW TERENU NA WALKÊ I RUCH

Atakujcy z bagien 1/2 PS

–

3

1
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KŁUSZYN 1610

Żółkiewski, wagon K
Porycki, wagon P
Górski, Porycki, Zbarski (hus.) P
Bałaban, Daniłowicz, Chwalibóg P
Zbarski, Żółkiewski (inf) P
Struś, wagon S
Struś, Herburt, Wołczkowicz S
Niewiadomski, Struś (inf) S
Kazanowski, wagon K
Kazanowski. Firlej, Tyszkiewicz K
Spowidłowski, Zylicki K
Wejher, wagon W
Wejher, Wasiczyński W 
Dunikowski W
Zborowski, wagon Z
Zborowski, Gruszewski Z
Bąk, Marchocki, Kopyczyński Z
Wilamowski, Wilkowski, Z
Wysokiński, Młocki Z
artyleria Z

POLES:

Instant victory, when Szujski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

POLES:

Instant victory when Zolkiewski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

Szujski OR
All Rusians in camp
De La Gardie OS
Thunburg 1313
piechota 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315
Taube 1318
infantry 1317, 1318, 1319
Horn 1, 2 1617
Posse 1, 2 1615
Quarnhemb 1, 2 1513
Colbron OS
infantry, cavalry OS
atryleria OS
De Wille, cavalry OS
Glazerabi, cavalry OS
wagons (all) OS

OR - russian camp
OS – alies camp

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

SETUP

Zolkiewski arrived on battlefield before dawn. His
scouts reported that Russians are still in camps and west
forces marched out to the front lines after spotting Poles.
At dawn when battle could start, first hussar units
attacked. Part of troops attacked Germans defending
fences, rest of them moved around fences and attacked
cavalry. Attack was so devastating that with little own
casualties polish forces pushed Germans away from firs
line. 

That was beginning of great charge of Zolkiewski’s
forces. First they whipped out all units of allied western
troops, than moved towards Russian forces. Charge was
impressing. Englishmen and their allies locked themselves
in camp and fired from canons. Polish forces encircled
camp and pretend to attack. The most important was bat-
tle with Russians. Victory in this field could rise morale so
high that closed in camp Russian allies would surrender.

VICTORY

CONDITIONS

UWAGI:
– Initiative : Poles
- Russians starts movement from 4th stage
- Player can deploy his units where he

wants. “S” means that units can be
placed at any hex in range of 1 from the
S field.

- Battle is played from 1 to last stage or till
instant victory occurs.

- „Gorski” means that in given zone station
three units of Gorski (1,2,3). This rule is
applied to all units in game.

- Two Russian troops can occupy the same
hex in camp. When they starts to move
they must split up. When fighting only
one is considered as defender but when
retreat is applied both must escape.

- If Russians are attacked before 4th stage
they can start moving from that
moment.

- Number of lances: 250
- Losing one wagon on Poles side causes

losing 50 lances.
- Fences can be placed by Russians at any

place of dotted line marked on board
- At each movement phase of Russian

forces when morale token is on:
+1 Poles field – Russian player removes

one unit from board
+2 – two units (including one allied)
+3 – three units (including one allied)
+4 – four units (including one allied)
– Units crossing bridge on river Grzac are

removed from game
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CHARGE ON RUSSIANS

Żółkiewski 2016
wagon P, Z, W, K , S
Porycki, 2016
Górski, Porycki, 2016 (2)
Zbarski (hus.), Bałaban 2016 (2)
Daniłowicz, Chwalibóg 2016 (2)
Zbarski 2016 (2)
Żółkiewski (infantry) 1418
Struś 2313
Struś 2313
Herburt 2413
Wołczkowicz 2512
Niewiadomski 2612
Struś (infantry) 1615
Kazanowski 2216
Kazanowski, Firlej 2216 (1)
Tyszkiewicz 2216 (1)
Spowidłowski, Zylicki 2216 (1)
Wejher 2113
Wejher 2113
Wasiczyński 2013 
Dunikowski 2214
Zborowski 2919

POLES:

Instant victory, when Szujski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

POLES:

Instant victory when Zolkiewski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

Zborowski 1919 (2)
Gruszewski, Kopyczyński 1919 (2)
Bąk, Marchocki 1919 (2)
Wilamowski, Wilkowski 1919 (2)
Młocki, Wysokiński 1919 (2)
artyleria 1913

Szujski OR
All Rusians maksimum 4 hex from
russian camp.
Cut from map 8 cavalry unit i 6 infanr-
ty unit.
De La Gardie OS
Quarnhemb 1, 2 OS
Colbron OS
piechota, cavalry OS
atryleria OS
De Wille, cavalry OS
Glazerabi, cavalry OS
tabory (wszystkie) OS
OR - russian camp
OS – alies camp

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

SETUP

When first lines of allied forces were broken most of
their troops hid in camp. Polish attack was so fierce that
for Englishman it seemed like a madness to leave their
defense lines. They watched polish troops piercing with
lances retreating units. Additionally allied didn’t want to
risk their lives when they saw that Russians didn’t want to
fight either. Meanwhile Szujski wanted to attack very
badly. Poles were five times less numerous. 

It was unacceptable to retreat with such advantage.
Brother of Szujski - Tzar didn’t enlist troops on west so the
Russians could run like cowards. The problem was that
Russian units could think only about running. Swedes,
Englishman and Frenchman were supposed to fight
instead of Russians. At Kluszyn fields no one wanted to die
for an ally. Finally Szujski decided to lead the charge by
himself, he decided to go for broke and faced hussars. He
charged with all his cavalry and was wiped out from bat-
tlefield. His troops were retreating, trampling and dying.

VICTORY

CONDITIONS

UWAGI:
– Initiative : Poles
- Russians starts movement from 4th

stage
- Player can deploy his units where he

wants. “S” means that units can be
placed at any hex in range of 1 from
the S field.

- Battle is played from 5 to last stage or
till instant victory occurs.

- „Gorski” means that in given zone
station three units of Gorski (1,2,3).
This rule is applied to all units in
game.

- Two Russian troops can occupy the
same hex in camp. When they starts
to move they must split up. When
fighting only one is considered as
defender but when retreat is applied
both must escape.

- At each movement phase of Russian
forces when morale token is on:

+1 Poles field – Russian player re mo -
ves one unit from board

+2 – two units (including one allied)
+3 – three units (including one allied)
+4 – four units (including one allied)
- Morale token is placed on last field of

+1 Poles
- 2016 (2) means that troops can be

deployed on 2016 field and 2 hexes
away

- Number of lances: 190
- Losing one wagon on Poles side caus-

es losing 50 lances.
- After unit deployment Poles must

weaken 5 of hussars units to 1 SP
- Fences can be placed by Russians at

any place of dotted line marked on
board. Eight chosen fences must be
removed from game
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CUSTOM SCENARIO

Żółkiewski, wagon K
Porycki, wagon P
Górski, Porycki, Zbarski (hus.) P
Bałaban, Daniłowicz, Chwalibóg P
Zbarski, Żółkiewski (inf) P
Struś, wagon S
Struś, Herburt, Wołczkowicz S
Niewiadomski, Struś (inf) S
Kazanowski, wagon K
Kazanowski. Firlej, Tyszkiewicz K
Spowidłowski, Zylicki K
Wejher, wagon W
Wejher, Wasiczyński W 
Dunikowski W
Zborowski, wagon Z
Zborowski, Gruszewski Z
Bąk, Marchocki, Kopyczyński Z
Wilamowski, Wilkowski, Z
Wysokiński, Młocki Z
artyleria Z

POLES:

Instant victory, when Szujski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

POLES:

Instant victory when Zolkiewski retreats (or dies)
for each killed commander +3 VP
for each destroyed cavalry unit +2 VP
for each destroyed infantry unit +1 VP

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

Szujski OR
All Rusian in camp
De La Gardie OS
Thunburg 1313
infantry 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315
Taube 1318
infantry 1317, 1318, 1319
Horn 1, 2 1617
Posse 1, 2 1615
Quarnhemb 1, 2 1513
Colbron OS
piechota, cavalry OS
atryleria OS
De Wille, cavalry OS
Glazerabi, cavalry OS
wagons (all) OS

OR - russian camp
OS – alies camp

RUSSIANS AND ALLIES:

SETUP

This scenario is not limiting any of side of the conflict.
Russians can move from the beginning of the game. This
scenario allows allied forces and Russians to fight together
from the beginning. Joined action of those forces can sig-
nificantly impede Poles effective attack. But they can still
win. Russians can block battlefield just using their number
but that doesn’t have to be effective tactic. Poles can also
use the new situation for their advantage. 

Russians left the camp and will fight face to face.
Powerful charges of hussars and high morale can tip the
balance in favor of Poles. This scenario allows both sides to
show their tactic. Allied cavalry are great troops and their
pikemen are veterans of many battles. There is only one
question. If this combined forces could fight effectively?
Russian morale was so weak that they retreated on sight of
enemy. And when they saw hussar banners they wanted to
flee to their houses

VICTORY

CONDITIONS

UWAGI:
– Initiative : Poles
- Player can deploy his units where he

wants. “S” means that units can be
placed at any hex in range of 1 from the
S field.

- Battle is played from 1 to last stage or till
instant victory occurs.

- „Gorski” means that in given zone station
three units of Gorski (1,2,3). This rule is
applied to all units in game.

- Two Russian troops can occupy the same
hex in camp. When they starts to move
they must split up. When fighting only
one is considered as defender but when
retreat is applied both must escape.

- At each movement phase of Russian
forces when morale token is on:

+1 Poles field – Russian player removes
one unit from board

+2 – two units (including one allied)
+3 – three units (including one allied)
+4 – four units (including one allied)
- Number of lances: 250
- Losing one wagon on Poles side causes

losing 50 lances.
- Fences can be placed by Russians at any

place of dotted line marked on board
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